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0. Introduction 
Recent wrltk on the higher algehrai~ K-grqx of rings by Quillen, Karoubi, 
ViIlamayor and (;erstcn has ted to the introduction of an interesting new class of 
~ohomolagy theories analogous to the K-theory of Atiyah-HirLebrueh [ 1, 141 . In 
parttcular, the theory KF$( ) with coefficients in the finite field F, of g-elements, 
studied by Quillen [ 1.31 and Tbrnchave [ 191 . has importam conneotions with the 
stud) of the J-h(,rr~rlnlorptrisr~1 (see e.g. f 1 11 ). 
For complex &theory, Atiyah 141 has proved that ifG is a finite group, then 
where R,(G) 1s a suitable completion of the complex character ring of G. We will 
prove a modular analogue of that theorem. Let I$(G) be the ring of Fq represen- 
tations of G (see Section 2), and let lRFq(G) be the ideal of representations of vir- 
tual dimension zero. Denote by f$(G) the completion of RF,( G) in the topology 
induced by powers of the ideal IRF~(G). Then: 
Theotern A. &r C u Ibite group, thcrc is Q continuous isomorphism 
k, (G)-+KF,(BG). 
cl 
twtutul with respect o group homomorphism and &ld extcrrsion. 
The topology of KF,+(B, ) Comes from the skele ta ut’ B, ( see Section II ). As in 
[ 19 1, we get immediately: 
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Quillen has defined higher erothendieck groups GA FqG) of the abelian category 
M,[F,G) of FqG-modules of finite type 1121; GO{ FqG) = RF fG). The topdb 
on R+G) induces a topology on the RQ(C) modules G&F&. 
:‘ 
The obvious generalization of the above corollary to operations 
of course fi4lows. The operations i?iFq( ) -+ KFf( ), i > 0, seem likely to be more 
interesting. The groups K F$Bc ), i > 0, are, however, more difficult to calculate. 
We gave in Section 5 some partial results on those groups. In Set tions 2 and 4 WC 
will make some remarks on the relation between Gi and C& Proofs of Theorems A 
dnd J.3 appear in Sections $ qnd 4. 
K-theory with coefficients in F, 
We will summarize here the properties of KF ( ) which we shall need. We will 
use Anderson’s formulation of this theory 1 I, 3 f . 
Let R be a ring. Then there is a connected %pectrum A!k such that 
where Kfi is the ith Quillen K-group of R. This spectrum represents a cohomology 
theory KR+( ) such that 
n<O, 
n>O. 
The theories KR*( ) have natural ring structures and, for 12 5 0, Adams operations 
$4 : AP( ) I* AY?“( ) [see 13, 14) ). 
Qur prrncipal tools for calculating KF$O,) will be the following fibrations. If 
&I: is the space representing KF4( ), then we have the Quillen fibration [ 131 
h’“( ) &._!_ _ KO( ) *- li’F;( ) d-- k’--I(, ) + . . . 
:Q_. 1 
+- KF -‘t+l +.?._ K-+( ) ,.t_-_.__. A’-“( ) c E;F -‘I c _., . 
4 4 
We may remark here that under the Bott periodicity isomorphism T)” : A’( ) --z+ 
A’ _ h( ) ane has ( J1” -- 1 )qn = qn(yn $” .-- f ). 
If’X IS a space (or spectrum), let X( l&j be X localized away frurn the prime ,O 
where p = char F, , ATT represents complex connective K-theory, and K& is the O- 
amnected ccwer of KK’. This yields an exact triangle of theories 
defined for finite complexes. We remark that the maps KllJ$ -+ Z X BU and 
&!$Ml -$jJUPl are mu1 tiplicative [ 191 .
As for any cohomology theory, we have a filtration 
KF;( ) I> KF;( ), z, . . . ?’ R’F;( In 2 -.. , 
where KF*(X), is the kernel of KFp*(X) --+ RF&X” - ’ ). This defines a topology on 
the ring K ‘E q+c ). We may aIso define 
KJF;(X) = ‘21 KF;(K) , 
where K runs over ail finite subcomplexes of X. There is a continuous homomor- 
phism KFi( ) + KJF~( ). Now by filtering X by its skeleta and taking a coholnoloa 
exact couple, one has the Atiyah-Hirzebruch (Dolt; Whitehead, etc.) spectral se- 
yuence (E;. dr ) with 
k2 = H*( X; KF;(pt)) . 
If X is a finrte complex, {&I ccjnverges togr(KF$(X)). For general X this spectral 
sequence does not converge, but: 
Proposition 1.4. Let X be a compkx fit&e in e~.~h dimension, then the A t&ah _.’ 
Hirzdwuch spectral sequeftce crf KF:( X) conwges to A;F$ X). Furthetwote, if X 
is finite-dimensional ot II’(X; 2) finite jbt all i > 0, then 
is au isomotphism. 
Roof. Since X is finite in each dimension. 
KJ’(X) = I$ KF;,X) . 
fl 
De fine & = iir$$(X’r). By an argument of Atiyah [4j ) {A!&, (I,) will be a spectral 
sequence converging to gf(KJ$(X)) if the inverse systems {EJP)) satisfy a Mittag-- 
hffler condition (ML). Recall that an inverse system {A,),,-=, satisfies (ML) if 
Va. 313.c3 2 a, 3 
Im(Ap 3 &4,) = Im(A 7 + A,) 
for all y ?I? J. The system satisfies (F) if Va, 30, /I4 > a, 3 Im(A@ + A,) is Unite. 
(F) impties (ML). Now for p < 0 or y > 0, f$?(p) = 0. For q < O,E~*~(X”‘) is 
finrte by ( I. I)% and therefore so is 1 m dF” 5 q 
tisfies (ML) for ail p, Q+ and {g] 
+C - H*(P). Thus {$Oq(_x)] sa- 
Ii sufficiently large, so& = 
converges. Note also that kTq(x”) = E!??(X) for 
E,(X). To complete the proof, recall that we have exact 
sequences [ 101 
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whcrc li$ is the first right derived functor of @. Now. 15 1 varnishes for countably 
indexed inverse systems atisfying (ML) (see (81 ). lfH’(X; 2) is finite for $1 i > 0, 
then {I$?$-Y”‘)} satisfies (F) for alI p, (I, r. For II > m, Im(KF$(X”) -+ KFb(X”’ )) 
is a f’rltercd group whose associated graded group is 
We have shown that for II sufficiently large, this group does not vary with tz; thus 
!liFb( X” ) j satisfies (ML) for each i. 
Considcr now ;i set of primes I md let 2, and (AKFq )Ibe the 1cmlimtic-m of Z 
and A&yF,I at I, respaztively 1 18) . For a finite complex X, 
Proof. The proof follows the tines of the above proof using the following additional 
fat ts: 
( 1) 2, is flat; 
( 2) ifM is tlat and {,4a}ati, is a coupable inverti system ot’ abelian groups 
such that lir$ A, = 0, then 
is an isonmrphism [ 15 I. 
Corollary 1.6, If H’( X; 2) is finite _fbr al(l i > 0, then the fibration ( 1.3) induces UN 
exact triangle 
Proof. By the above argument, ifr’c[ llpf represents K’*(X) eZ[ l/p]. 
2. Modular characters 
Let G be a finite group, I a commutative ring with unit, M&W) the abelian 
category of finitely generated AC-modules projective as A-modules. Denote by 
both R,,(C) and G,(AC) the Grothendieck group of this category IS). R;,(G) is 
the free abelian group generated by isomorphism classes [Ml. M E M,(AG). with 
rela tians 
is exam t. R,,(G) has 3 mg strut tuxe induced bj 
Suppose A is a field. If AG is semi-simple, R ( 6;) is just the character ring of G 
over ,I. In general. two modules represent the same iement of R,\(G) iff they have 
the same composition factors. Thus R,CU) is free abelian on the classes of the sim- 
ple ilG=r~~csduies. 
Let i : H -+ G be a monomorphism. We have maps 
the second induced by restriction of operators and the Grst by 
Then ( Frobenius reciprocity ) 
for a E R,(N). b E R,(C). 
Let A be a Dedekind ring, p a maximal ideal of A, K the quotient field of A, and 
k = A/p. Extension of scalars induces maps R,(G) + R,(G), R,,(G) -+ R,(G). In 
addition, there is a unique commutative diagram 
(Swan’s triangle) [51 ; d is the decomposition mup. 
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We may associate to elements aE RF~( G) a modrtl~r chracter (Brauer character) 
b taking values in C as follows: Let 52 be an algebraic closure of F,. $2” the mul- 
tiplicative group of 52, and p = char F4. Fix an inclusion c3 : Jc* -+ C. Let 
p : G -+ Gl(rt, F4 ) be a matrix representation of G. For each g E G, let X,(g), ,.., 
X,@) be the cigenvalues of p(g) in 52”. Put 
Then r(, is uniqufly determined by the isomorphism class of the representation 
moduleiCf,. In fact f6, 8X), p and p’ represent the same elment o~RF~(G) iff 
% = x,c 
If / is a prime, an element g E G is I-regular if I +%rd(g). Any element g E G can 
be written uniquely asg = g/h’, where gr is f-regular and ord(h) = l’;sr is called the 
l-regt&r compi~wnt of g. Now if p : G -+ GI(n, F, ). ord(g) = $, then XJg) = 1. So 
x,(g) = x,( i ) = II. Thus for any g E 0, x,(g) is completely determined by the p- 
regular component of g. 
An important consequence of a theorem of Brauer [7, Theorem 11 is that x, is 
4 CUMP@QX character. This may be viewed as follows: Extension of scalars induces 
a (split) monomorphism RQG) -+ RJG). If d : R,(G) --* R,(G) is the decompo- 
sition homomorphism, then dx, = p. Thus x provides a splitting for d. We will need 
to know that w may be chosen SQ that x is multiplicative [ 191. 
Let I;‘ bc a field, and IRdG) the ideal in RAG) of representations of virtual di- 
mension zero. If I;‘ is a subfield of C or s1, one has 
The fRdG)+zdic topology on R,-(G) is defined as follows: Put / = /RF(G). Then 
RFf G) is filtered by 
P 
RF(G)L)1>I%?...>f’?... . 
Taking the ideals p as neighborhoods of zero, one has a topology on RF(G). Let 
&(G) be the completion of Rb4G) in that topology; then 
if M is a C+(G)-module, M is filtered by 
M?/.M’ afmM>... , - . . . - 
so M has an IR,(G)-adic topology and 
fi = lim MI/nM . c 
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If f’ is C, un algebraic cxttwsirrn of Q. or an algebraic extension of Fq, rhrn Rk-( G) 
1s a mwthcrim rirq arrd c*ifn+ =S*4etii;?~ is an e_.rac*t func’tor on Rk4G) modulus [ 4) . 
We want to know hew comptetion of RF,.-, @f-l 1 behaves with respect to group 
homomorphism. ikld ex tensuon and the decomposition homomorphism, The fat ts 
IO be proved arc as foilows. 
Theorem 2.1. [f I;’ is C, aIt algebraic vxtensirrrl (-q-Q. or an algebraic e.mwsion of’ Fp. 
mi N is a subgmup o$ G, then the IRFf C)sdic topology on RF(H) induced by the 
f?la~ 
i) + r”Rk-jG) -+ R,(G) + 1 1 R,.Wf) 
Proposi~ WI L’ in. /j’F is an algebraic extension of Fp. then I”RF(G)/~” RF(G), 
II ? 1, is ti !m?tp group whose order is prim to p and divides the order of G, 
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Proof. Let C+, be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Apply the argument of [4,6. IS] noting 
that fQ(Gr) = 2. 
To complete the facts needed about R,(G), we state the following theorem due 
WXRtlJd~y ta Shur [IT], 116, ch. 11, @SO]. 
Proofs. The corollary follows from the theorem and Theorem 2.2. In Section 4 we 
will be forced to write a proof of the theorem. 
The above topological theorems are direct analogues of 14, Theorem 6.1 and 
Proposition 6.1 11 . The proofs of Atiyah go through with no essential change once 
we establish the proper ideal-theoretic: forms uf Brauer’s induction theorems. We 
will set up the nc>tation eeded to apply A tiyah’s arguments and state the appro- 
prlatc forms of A tiyah’s crucial Lemma 6.3, equivalcn t to Brauer’s induction theo- 
rem. 
Fix the fofiowing notation: Let G be a Gnite group, N an egponent of G, 
n =z p’m, (m, p) = i . For c an integer, let fP denote a primitive  root of unity over 
an appropriate field. We remark that Q(t,,) and F&, ) are splitting fields for G 
(see [ 16, ch. 111 . Let A be the integers in Q(c,.& A = Z[{,j. Any character ofG 
takes vaiucs in A, so for K a number field, we have inclusions 
RK(C;) !? RK(G) @A c AC 5
AU the A-valued functions of U. Every prime ideal of RK(G) or R,(G)@A is the 
restriction of a prime of AG‘ . The primes of R,(G)@A are, then, all of the form 
where g E G and rl is a prime of A. Let (I) = Q n 2. Now if g CE G, the cyclic group 
(g) generated by g may be embedded as a multiplicative subgroup of K(5,). Let 
flK = Gal(K({, j/K). Then nK operates on (g). Two elements g, g’ E G are said to 
The number field parts of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 folic~w by Atiyah‘s arguments hm: 
Let k be a finite field, FP Y? k. L&t A be the ring of A-valued functions defined 
Q on the p-regular ehxnts of G. Then A, is a quotierlt of14G, we have inclusions 
R,,(G) c K,(G) an c .4:, and if ii, A, k are as in Theorem 2.4, we have a com- 
mu titlg dlagraln 
The prllme ideais of RkfG) @3A are of the form 
where R E G is p-regular and u is a prime of A not dividing (JJ). As before, rf g is p- 
regular, we may embed (g) in k({, ). We SISJ~ g and g’ are k-cmjugate, g -k g’ if 
3h E G, a E Gal(k({, j/k) such that h-lg’h = g? We shall see in the discussion 
bh3W that in (2.4). g -k g’ impiicsg _K g+. This fact is needed to establish Atiyah’s 
Lemma 6.6 in the context of Theorem 2.4. The finite-field cases of Theorems 2.1, 
’ ’ and Theorem 2.4 fokw from ti.*
I%Qof. By taking IIII sufficiently large, we may suppose k s FP& ). and m = @ ’ 1. 
Let A, be the integers in Q(S,r,. Since ,rz ramifies complwly in Q$,r). there is ;i 
unquc prime PO of A, dividing (PI and d$Po = 
pa. Then .4/y = F&, ). Let no 
FP. Let p be a prime uf A dividing 
group of p , 
z Cal(Q({,, )/Q&r)) and q the decomposition 
if a f RP, then a induces an sutomarphism on F&, ), and,since po is unramified 
in O(f, 1, 
is an isomorphism 1‘). ch. I $6, ch. 1V $j 11 . Denote by nk the subgroup of np iso- 
morphic: to Gal( F&,, j/k ), let K be tire fixed field of nk, and let A be the integers 
of K. Then k = A,+ n A. Clearly. g - k g’ iff g “K g’ jbr pb?gub dem??m g, g’ E G. 
The lemma now fotlws from Ativah’s argument by applying the decomposition 
homomorphism to the charactcrsked in the proof af Lemma 2.9. 
3 Proof of Theorem A 
Let F be a field, G a Unite group. WC will construct a ring homomorphism 
We first need Anderson’s explicit construction of go (see 131). Let 
where U is disjoint union and k the simpliciltl classifying complex functor. There 
are homomorphisms 
@ : Gl(n2, F) X Gl(n, 1;3 + Gl(m + n, F)r 
given for matrices A and B by 
These induce maps 
8 : i&21(171, fl X @Gl(n, F) -+ ~Cl(m + n, F3 
w-hkh give IV the structure of a free simplicial monoid. For a monoid i‘, let U I’ de- 
note its enveloping roup. Then 
Proof. TIerc is A E Cl(n. 1;3 such that A -.*pA = p’. Now Cl(tr, fi+) acts on @Gl(rr. I_‘) 
by conjugation and the action of.4 c-n 1BG; WGl(n. F)] is the same as the actron -. 
of A considered as an element of 7r 1b%I( N, F) = Gl(rr. bl. h t U fV is a gror~p, so 
.4 -;I ~4 - ePh since 7r1 Uk’ acts trivially on [IS, : UW] . 
suppose 
is an exact sequence of finitely generated FG modules. choose bases for M’, M, M” 
to give reprexn tations p’, p, p”, respcc tively. 
Lemma 3.2. cP - pP* +Wp”. 
Proof. The special case F = Fy can be proved using the Quillen tibration ( 1.2). For 
the s&c of CornpIe Mess we will give a general argument using 3 recent theorem of 
Quikn. moose bases ofM’, M, M” so that the representations $, p, JI” are of the 
form p’(g) = A,, p”(g) = l$, 
By adding trivial factors to M’, M and M” , we may assume that dg and Bg are in 
GI(n, F). so that C+ is square. 
Let D,, ?&, be the groups of 2n X 2rz matrices of the forms 
respectively . The map 
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is 3 homomorphism retracting i?& onto 0,. There are homomorphisms 
WD = ii vu,. W,= ; m-2,. 
n=l n=l 
Then $3’ gives these simplicial sets a free monoid structure. Let D = 1% D,. 
T = 1% Tz,. where ?& --, T’&,, + I ) is given by 
A theorem of Quillen ( to qpear) is th::t D -+ T induces an isomorphism on in tegrd 
h~moio~. Thus 4J Wr, + &JW, and fi : UW, + U W. are homotopy equivalences. 
Since 5 and @’ arc homatopic in U W, ep - epa tbep.._ 
We have now established ahomomorphism e : RAG) + [SG, AZ41 . 1 t is clear 
that e is in fact a ring homomorphism and preserves exterior power operations. 
CYN~~.H~S, where Q is the QuilIen map in ( 1.2). 
Proof. Immediate, since Q is constructed by lifting the standard representation of
Gl(rr, Fr, to C (see [ I1 ] ). 
Let p = char Fq. Frob : F, + F, the Frobcnius autonlorphism Q ++ UP. and 
r;/p : !$q((;) -+ &Z&G) tho p* Adams operation. 
Roof. Let (C,) be the co&x tion of cyuEic subgroups of G. Then 
ts exact . Thus it suffices to check the lemma on cyclic subgroups. But then it suf- 
fices to check for 1 -dimensionaJ representa iuns. For p 1 -dimensional, $Pp = pp. 
We may now complete the proof of Theorem A. From the fibration ( 1.2) and 
Ihc fact that A? I(&) = 0 (see [4] ), it follows that k’#&#G) = Ker(J/q -- I ), 
((~4 -. l):Ar(BGI)-,II(BG).First~et iGJ=@m,@,m)= 1,andsupposep’Iq. 
HZ I q -* 1. Then Fq is 3 splitting field for G, $~4 : R,(G) + R,(G) is an idempotent, 
2nd y identifies f?Fq(G) with lm $4 (see [ 1 i, 5.4.2] ). Write R,(G) 3s R CE, #, 
K z’ Isn fl. K = K er $4. T&n R = Ker( $4 - I ). Now $q is continuous and induces 
a ring homomorphism on l+(G) coinciding under e with that on K(Fc). Furthcr- 
more, I,Y is idempotent on &(G). Let l?,(C) = h @#, fi = im Jp, K = Ker $63. 
Then 
It remains to see that k is &Q(G). We have a commuting diagram 
where R = RQ(C), identifying the inclusion i with y. This gives a commutmg dia. 
gram 
To see that I?Q(G‘) = I?. it suffices to know that i is nmnic and $1‘1 epic. But $” is 
Identified with Lf, and stl the II?,(G)-adic topology on RF&G) coincides with the 
/Rt;,( G) topology. Therefore 4” is epic. For i to be tnonic, it suffices that: 
Roof. Let I c R bc the image under y of IRE;I(G). Then R = 2 N. and IR,(G) = 
/+A’. 
(q, +hohq +h, )=qq +&,q +q$~ +b,h,), 
and therefore to see t,hat I”&.$G’) n R = P, it suffices to see that 
(boo, + aObl + b& )E A’. Rut if hE K,aE R&T), $q(ab)= $&a) $q(b) = 0, so 
ub E K. 
Let F, be an arbitrary finite field of characteristic p.We may suppose FCl is an 
extension of F, so that q = 6 As above, KF,(j#,) = Ker(Gs --- 1). Now 
$Q/J = $4 tiS, so JIS respects the direct-sum decomposition K(&) = R tft S. Further- 
more, ( Gs .-. I ) is a unit on K since 
(4s .-. I)( 1 + $S t .,, t gJ’-- ’ ) = ($4 ‘-- I ) . 
Thus Ziert \I5 -- 1) is the subgroup of&,(G) fixed under $5 But GS generates the 
action of GaI( F, [F,) on RF+ G), so the theoI em follows from Corollary 2.8. 
4. C,(F”C) and the proof of Theorem B 
Quillen has in traduced groups GA FqG), I ’ > 0, which are higher Grothendieck 
groups of the category of finitely generated FqG modules [ 12). One has 
G,( FqG) = RQ(G). There is an action of RF&G) on each Gi(FqG) and a compati- 
’ ble action of K*Fq on G*(F,C). 
We will first extend e to maps 
cotnpatible with the various actions. Let A = FpG/Nil(FqG). Then 
Ge(F@) = G.(A) (see [ 121). But A is semi-simple, so C&I) = K*(A). As in Section 
3, let 
w* = i @Gl(n,A), wF 
n=l Q 
= ii wGl(n,F& 
n=l 
so that K+A = n*lJWA, KJz = UWF~. Pick an Fq-basis of A, and let 
p : G -+ Cd@, FqJ be the resulting representation. 
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Using the chosen basis. Gl(~z, J%) may be identified with a subgroup of Gl( US. F, 1. 
Furthermore, the operations @ on WA and I++z 
R 
are preserved under these identifisa- 
lions. We hJS h;IVe 3 map b : b(., --* wFII whit is a homomorphism. Let 
rxp = p $3 ..* e p (n factors). Then for 18 E Cl@, A), (rrp)A = A(trp). Define 
;:W,xfJ, -+ WQ as follows: For A E WGl(rr, Q, gE WG,, write 
Then it is easy to check that’? is simpiicial and ;(A @.4 ‘, g) = $I, g) &$I’, g). 
Thus’;rextends to?: Uh’$, X Bc -+ uwFq. Take e: khV, -(Ub$fG lo be the 
adjoint of7. It is easy to check that the homotopy class of e does not depend on 
the choice of basis. so e defines a unique map 
Now tensor product induces the /?Q(G)_&dde structure on each G&F@ and 
the (graded) K*IFy)-module structure on GL(FqG) and KF,*(BG). It is clear that t’ 
preserves these actions. 
We will now compute the structure of G+(FqG). As above, &(F@) * K&Q). 
Let PI ‘) ‘... pt be the irreducible representations of G over Fq . Then 
,I* AI X . . . X At, where each A,- is a simple Fq algebra corresponding to pi. Then 
K+(A) = &(A,) x .*. X KdA,) . 
NOW d%i * &fnkDi). the ring of tli X PIi matrices over the skew field Di = End(lW,i). 
Since K*(M,(Di)) T K*(Di)* 
Proposition 4. t (Quiilen I12 1). 
G,(FqG) = ItI K*(Di) - 
i= 1 
In yarticukv, if Fq is u spiittiug fieW for G, then the m~dtde actiorts or1 G+( Fq C) 
induce Q natural isomcvphism 
Let E be a finite extension of Fq. We want to investigate the map 
C;,(FqG) -+ C@Y) induced by extension of scalars. Let A, be the simple factor of 
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A corresponding to an irreducible representation p. Let AP = M,,(Dj. Since D is a fi- 
nite skew field, D is commutative by a theorem of Wedderburn. Let 
fan irreducible polynomial. Let fhave prime factorization_+ fl . . . fs in E[X] . 
Then 
Di = E[X) /vi). Since D and E are finite, we know that the _fi are distinct and are a 
conjugacy class of irreducible polynomials under the action of Gal(E/F$. Further- 
more, if Q is the (unique) subgroup of Gal(E/F$ fixing one of the fi’s, then D is 
the fixed subfield Of Di under the action of nP. That is, we have an epimorphism 
Rp 3 G 3l(Di/D)* 
p=p1 +...+ps. 
Roof. It suffices to note that 
ijp sF 
Q 
E=M,,(DI)x ..A M,,(D,). 
We have thus proved Theorem 2.7. 
Proposition 4.3. If E is a firrite extension of Fq, then G*( Fq G) is the fixed subgroup 
of C&XT) under the mien of Cal(E/Fq ). 
Proof. We shall note below (Lemma 4.7) that K*(D) is the fixed subring Of K*(Di) 
under the action of cal(Di/D). This together wiA the above discussion proves the 
proposition. 
Let / = $?Q(G) be the ideal in RF~(G) of representations of virtual dimension 
zero. Let G&FqG) be the completion of the !$(G)-module Gi(FqG) in the I-adic 
topology. Since Gi is a finite group for i > 0, Gi = G/I” l (7, where I” = lJ]T 1 Ij. 
Proposition 4.4. ff E is a finite extension of Fq, 
of GJEG) under the action of Cal(E/Fq ). 
lhen &(F, G) is the fixed s~bgmup 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that E is a splitting field fvf G. 
k t /E = ii?&), / = /&,( (ri). Since the I-adic topology on R,(G) is the %&me 3s 
the /!: -;jdic topology. I” l RE(C) = IF. Since E is 3 splitting field for G. Gi(f%‘) is 
a qubttkent ofR#~). Therefore, 1z 9 GfibG) = I” l G&EG). The proposition now 
foil~ws from Proposition 4.3 and the exactness of noetherian completions. 
Proof. First suppose F, is a splitting field for G. By Theorem 2.5, 
is exact. If eat): of these groups 1s tensored with K+F, 1. one obtains 
This is exact since each of’ the groups in the first squence is free abelian. For the 
general case, it suffices to prove that 
is monk. This f~ltcaws from Proposition 4.4. 
We may now prove Theorem B. First let IG I = rt, rt = p%t, (p, m) = 1, and sup- 
pose @I y and HZ /q .-_ I. Then F, is 3 split trng field for G. If i > 0, then 
Gzi,_ I(F’qG)=R~q(G)sZl(q’ -- I), SO 
by the exam tness of noetherian completion. Theorem B for this case now follows 
from: 
Lemma 4.6. If n, 4 und i are us above, then 
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rvher~ the isomrrrphism is giwn by multiplication by a generator of K,i_ I ( Fq ). 
F~rrthermrvt~, h-F; zi( B, ) = 0. 
Proof. Recall tiot~~ Scctioc 3 that K(BG) = l&(G), that $4 is an idempotent ape- 
rator on K(BG), and that RF (C) may be identified with Im $4. Put R = Im $4, 
K = Kcr $Q, K( BG ) = R *K. ‘kow Kwzi(BG) may be identified with K(BG) by the 
Butt pcriodicity isomorphism. Let $1 denote the action of $‘I on K-2’(BG). Then 
under the periodicity identification $4, = &V. Using the Quillen fibration ( I 2) 
and the fx t that K dd(BG ) = 0 (SW 141). we have an exact sequence 
Expressing Ij(i as a matrix with respect o the direct sum decomposition 
K(B,) = R G K, one has 
( 
. 
($Z _. I)= @-- i 0 
0 ) .__ 1 * 
Thus +q is manic and Coker + I= R/(q’ - 1 )R , establishing the abstract isomor- 
phisms required. To identify the isomorphisms, let fli : S*‘- 1 --) K& represent a
generator of II;’ 2i __ ,(F,). By Quillen’s calculation of t3is group, we may assume 
that there is a commutative diagratn 
,s2i - I _~~~__~~~~~ a2i- 1 
I 
--.---+ s2i 
i 
il i / c’$ 
I _ 
d! I d 
whete q represents he Bat t periodicity element and the bottom sequence is the 
Quillen fibration ( 1.2). Then, since the map Q preserves multiplication [ 191, the 
diagram 
1 
KF; A K-J; QAl 
1 
-------- (BU X 2) A K-F; 
(@- 1)h 1 1 
-------+tN.h~j: 
I I / I 
Q + i 
l 0 (IA@ 
+Q- 1 I WlAf?, 
KF* -4 BUXZ - BU 
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homotopy commutes. Thus if clp represents an element of KFq(BG ). 
where a is the boundary map in the long exact homotopy sequence of the Quillen 
fibration. This proves the lemma. 
Suppose now that FI is an arbitrary finite Geld of characteristic p, F, an exten- 
sion, s = rt. Then we have a homstopy commuting diagram 
i 
i 
rid 
! 
, 
1 a 
1 4s.. 1 i 
--+Bux 2 ----I - -+B(J 
where Q = f + I,V + . . . + I,!J~@ I) and i is induced by inclusion of fields [ 191. Since 
(V - ! ) = ar($’ - I), we have, in particular, that i : K*(F,) + &(F,) is an isomor- 
phisrn onto the kernel of $r -- 1. But by Lemma 3.4, I,V generates the action of 
Gal( FJF,) on &( F,). Thus 
Lemma 4.7. Kcf F,) is the j*i..wd subgroup of AT+{ F,) trttdcr fhe acktt of 
Gait F&F, 1. 
Choose an integer (I as above with the additional assumption that 4 = rh. Theo- 
rem B follows from Proposition 4.4 and: 
Lemma 4.8. Inclusion of fields induces an is639 -trphisrrt of K F$( BG ) onto the kernel 
dW’ - 1) : KF@B&+ KF$BG) when j < 0. 
Proof,, We have the hornotopy commuting diagram 
where it = 1 + Gr + . . . + I,V(~- I). For i > 0, identify K-2i(B ) with K(&), and 
denote by at*., $: and $$ the action of a, ir/” and $4 on K - i(BG). As before. we i; 
have an exact sequence 
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0 4 h-F, “(&.) 4 A’(&.) .y:l:!4 K(&) 4 KF;-(z’-- ‘)(+) 4 0. 
Since($t - 1) =Lk*(& -- 1 )+ the proof of Lemma 4.6 shows that $‘* - I is manic. 
Fur thermore, Al* induces a monomorphism 
ii+ : Coker( $J: 1) -+ Coker(Jl’1, - I ) . 
But (6: -- 1) = ($t --- I )a+; thus im($ 5 - I) = ($i .-.. l)(Im a*). So Im a* is the 
kernel of the map induced on Coker($z --.- 1) by I,& -- f . 
5. Partid computations of Kq(Bc). n > 0 
Proposition 5.1. If G is a fir&r p-group, p = char F4, thm 
KF;(B,) = H*(C; 2). 
Roof. Consider the Atiyah -4iirzebruuh spectral sequence converging to KF$ BG). 
One has 
E, = H*(G; KF;(pt)) . 
But G has zero reduced cohomology with coefficients in Z/(y’ -- 1). So 
E‘, = H+(G; 2) 
and E, = KF;( Bc’ ). 
Theorem 5.2. Let G be a finite group, GP a p-Syiuw subgroup, p = char F,. Then if 
Fq is &me enough for G, there is a split exact sequence 
Proof, By ( I h), there is an exact sequence 
But K*(BG) = 0 and Coker($q - 1) = I&T&G) by the proof of Theorem A. By 
Proposition 2.6, p is a unit in &&G), so 
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As in Propsi tion 5.1, 
The resdt now follows from Proposition 1 S. 
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